PAEDIATRIC FIRST AID
04 December 2020
Halifax Opportunities Trust (HOT)
Number of Candidates on the Course
Name of Tutor

9
Jill Webb

Description
How would you rate the training overall?
I found the trainer to be approachable
I found the trainer to be knowledgeable
The resources/handouts supplied were relevant
There was appropriate equirement for the course
The assessment methods and what to do if I am not happy were explained
The information I received before the course was useful
How far do you feel the tutor met individual training needs as part of the course?
At the start of the session, the course was clearly explained to me

Comments Received
It was an excellent course
Trainer is excellent, very knowledgeable - paramedics
Tutor is fantastic - very interesting course
The best PFA course I have done. Stressed all the changes
Tutor was fantastic
Very good course - informative
Jill is lovely, easy going, lots of fun and makes it fun
The course was delivered well.
Interactive and practical course was great to embed made it clear to ask if not understood.
Lots of experience/demos and questions were encouraged
Knew what to expect at the start of the course, links provided
Very interactive course and met the needs of all
Regarding COVID
We managed all the COVID really well and kept social distance very well
Safety measures for COVID-19 were taken very well
Everybody had masks and was 2 meters apart
Individual Annies were very good along with own clip board which was good
Very ventilated room
Felt very COVID safe
COVID restrictions worked well. Enjoyed the virtual part of the session along with the practical part
Well informed of what was needed
COVID restrictions were managed really well. The first session over Zoom was different
but was a good idea to reduce contact. The second session was completed in a way that
ensured a safe level of distance. Masks were advised in the information sent out prior to
the course - thank you Jill!
Social distance was kept. The guide did say only time we will have contact is the
recovery position but contact was more. I'm kind of glad it was more contact because it
was needed to learn certain stuff. I just think the guide should not say only contact is
recovery position.
The course was well delivered and interesting. It worked well the first week, everyone
interacted and I had no problems with it being virtual
COVID friendly training - felt safe - masks/distance maintained where possible
Would Recommend
Hand gel at each station, not everyone had brought one which is down to the individual
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